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Abstract—A bundle of image registration procedures have been built up with enormous implication for data analysis in medicine, astrophotography, satellite imaging and little other areas. An approach to the problem of mono and multimodality medical image registration is proposed, with a fundamental concept Correlation Coefficient, as a matching measure. It measures the statistical dependence or information redundancy between the image intensities of corresponding voxels in both images. Maximization of CC is a very broad and dominant concept. This measure is defined as a matching measure. In the Medical Imaging Field, image registration is the most complex task, as aligning images to have common characteristics by general features and differences if any are to be stressed for immediate visibility to the naked eye. There is no universal registration algorithm that can work reasonably well for all images. An appropriate registration algorithm for the particular problem must be chosen or developed, as they are adhoc in nature. The algorithms can be integrated explicitly or implicitly or even in the form of a various of factors. This step establishes success or failure of image analysis. This optimization procedure may be classified based on four different aspects given as follows: (i) the feature selection (extracting features from an image) using their similarity measures and a correspondence basis (ii) the transformation function (iii) the optimization procedure and (iv) the model for processing by interpolation.

Amongst the various algorithms developed for image registration so far, techniques based on image intensity values are particularly outstanding as they are easy to mechanize as solutions to optimization problems. Pure translations, for example, can be estimated proficiently and universally as the maxima of the cross correlation function between two images. Additional commands such as rotations, combined with scaling, shearing, give rise to nonlinear functions which must be determined using iterative nonlinear optimization methods.

In the Medical Imaging Field, image registration is normally used to merge the complementary and synergetic information of images accomplished from multi modalities. A problem when registering image data is that one does not have direct access to the density functions of the image intensities. They must be predictable from the image data. A variety of image registration procedures have been exercised for successfully registering images that are unoccluded and commonly performed with the use of Parzen Windows or Normalized Frequency Histograms. The work proposed in this paper employs Correlation Coefficient measure for mono and multimodal image registration using Fast Walsh Hadamard Transform (FWHT). The coefficients acquired are normalized to find out a unique number which in turn stands for the numerals in a particular range. The tests conducted on clinical images show that proposed algorithm performed well than the conventional Walsh Transform (WT) method in Medical applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital image processing is developing the eventual machine that could carry out the visual functions of all. It is a swiftly budding field with developing applications in many areas of Science and Engineering. The most important principle of registration is to combine the sets of data with the variants if any or with their similarities into a single data. These sets of data are got by sampling the identical scene or object at different times or from different perspectives, in different co-ordinate systems. The intention of registration is to envision a single data merged with all the details about these sets of data obtained at different times or perspectives or co-ordinate systems. Such data is very crucial in medicine for doctors to prepare for surgery. The most general and significant classes of image analysis algorithm with medical applications are image registration and image segmentation. In image analysis procedure, the same input gives out somewhat detail sketch of the scene whose image is being considered. Hence the image analysis algorithms execute registration as a part of it headed for generating the depiction. In solitary subject analysis, the statistical analysis is made either prior to or subsequent to registration. But in group analysis, it is completed subsequent to registration.
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Image Registration. In addition, this paper gives a comparative analysis of Correlation Coefficient [15] measure for mono and multimodal image registration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the related work for Correlation Coefficient measure for image registration. Section 3 gives details about Correlation Coefficient measure for image registration using WT. Section 4 describes the proposed approach about Correlation Coefficient measure for image registration using FWHT. Section 5 illustrates the experimental results and Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

Many discussions have been carried out previously on Image Registration. This section of paper provides an immediate look on the significant research work in Correlation Coefficient measure for image registration.

Sullivan, D.R and his team [21] presented a high-speed compact digital correlation tracker which determines the frame-to-frame translational motion between two images. Holden, M et al. [22] Proposed a rank correlation coefficient with assessed difference images. Ingлада, J. and his group [23] introduced similarity measures which can replace the correlation coefficient in a deformation map estimation scheme. Anthony, A with his team [24] compared the reliability of mutual information, correlation coefficient and sum of absolute differences as similarity metrics using search data strategy. They also put forward a measure, called alignability. Lazaridis, G. and his colleagues [25] suggested a new algorithm which can be used to register images of the same or different modalities. Lee and his colleagues [26] found that the contribution on overlay error budget can be quantitatively analyzed in terms of the correlation among registration errors of the reticle. Singh. M. and his team [27] reported a method to co-register in-vivo MRIs to microscopic postmortem brain. Xiaojin Shi and his group [28] put forward a method to co-register in-vivo MRIs to microscopic postmortem brain. Xiaojin Shi and his group [28] put forward a new definition of correlation coefficient to improve the calculation accuracy of offset between two images. Chatelain, F. et al [29] evaluated the potential interest of using bivariate gamma distributions for image registration and change detection. Bing Luo and his team [30] presented that using projection of wavelet decomposition coefficients instead of mutual correlation can simplify the calculation from 2D to 1D. Ito, I and his team [31] presented a subpixel estimation technique for DCT sign phase correlation (DCT-SPC). Jichao Jiao et al. [32] proposed an astronomical image registration based on the nonsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) and a new evaluation criterion to estimate the results of the registration. Miaoqing Huang and his group [33] put forward rigid-body transformation on the test image to register it with the reference image; and correlation coefficient is used as the similarity metric between the two images. Two different algorithms, exhaustive search algorithm and discrete wavelet transform (DWT)-based search algorithm, are implemented on hardware (i.e., FPGA device on Cray XD1 reconfigurable computer that is 10 times faster than software implementation). Niu Li-pi with his team [34] proposed a multi-sensor image registration approach based on edge-correlation.

III. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

The CC is a statistical measure of how well the trends in the predicted values follow the trends in the past actual values. It is a measure of how well predicted values from a forecast model “fit” with the real-life-data. As the strength of relationship between the predicted values and actual values increases, so does CC. Thus higher CC is better.

\[
C(x,y) = \frac{\sum_{x,y}(I_{1}(x,y) - \mu_{1})(I_{2}(x,y) - \mu_{2})}{\sqrt{\sum_{x,y}(I_{1}(x,y) - \mu_{1})^2 \sum_{x,y}(I_{2}(x,y) - \mu_{2})^2}}
\]

\[
I_{new1}, I_{new2} \quad - \quad \text{Two new images that differ from each other by rotation and translation only.}
\]

- Rotation angle:

\[
\theta_{1} = \frac{\sum_{x,y}(I_{new1}(x,y) - I_{new2}(x,y))^2}{\sum_{x,y}(I_{new1}(x,y))^2 + \sum_{x,y}(I_{new2}(x,y))^2}
\]

Intuitively, Correlation Coefficient measures the information that X and Y share: it measures how much similar one of these variables are about the other or dissimilar about the other. For example, if X and Y are independent, then no relationship between X and Y and vice versa, so their correlation coefficient is zero. At the other extreme, if X and Y are identical then all information in X is similar to Y and vice versa.

Correlation Coefficient is used in medical imaging for image registration. Given a reference image (for example, a brain scan), and a second image which needs to be put into the same coordinate system as the reference image, this image is deformed until the correlation coefficient between it and the reference image is maximized.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Walsh Transform

The Walsh, Haar [13], etc are examples of orthogonal transforms. The coefficients of such an extension point toward the effectiveness of the occurrence of analogous structure at the particular position. These coefficients are normalized by dc coefficient of the expansion, i.e., local average gray value of image, then measure purely local structure independent of modality. Walsh basis functions correspond to local structure, in the form of positive or negative going horizontal or vertical edge, corner of a certain type, etc. In addition, registration schemes based on wavelet coefficient matching do not present general mechanism of combining matching results across different scales.

Two images I1 and I2, I1 is assumed as reference image and I2 as an image that has to be deformed to match I1. Consider around each pixel, excluding border pixels, 3X3 neighborhood and compute from it, nine Walsh coefficients (3X3 WT of a 3X3 image patch). If “I” is input image, matrix
of coefficients ‘g’ computed for it using equation (2),

\[ g = (W^{-1})^T f W^{-1} \]  

Matrix contains coefficients of expansion of the image, in terms of basis images formed by taking vector outer products of the rows of matrix W and its inverse \( W^{-1} \). These basis images are shown in Fig. 1(a). These coefficients are denoted by \( a_{00}, a_{01}, a_{02}, a_{10}, a_{11}, a_{12}, a_{20}, a_{21}, a_{22} \) and in a matrix form as shown in Fig. 1(b). These coefficients take value in the range [0, 9]. Moreover normalization given by equation (3) makes method robust to global levels of change of illumination.

\[ a_{ij} = \frac{a_{ij}}{a_{00}} \]  

However, information having dense features and rigid body transformation allows for plenty of redundancy in the system and makes it robust to noise and bad matches of individual pixels which effectively represent lack of local information. One may construct a unique number out of eight individual pixels which effectively represent lack of local information, if one uses these numbers as digits of the unique number. Number of levels depends on number system adopted. For decimal system, the normalized coefficients are quantized so that they take integer values in the range [0, 9].

\[ \alpha = \frac{a_{ij}}{a_{00}} \]  

In Figure 1(a) coefficients along the first row and first column are of equal importance, as they measure the presence of a vertical or horizontal edge, respectively. The remaining four coefficients measure presence of a corner.

The following ordering of coefficients are used in images,
Ordering IA \( a_{01}, a_{10}, a_{20}, a_{02}, a_{11}, a_{12}, a_{21}, a_{22} \)
Ordering IB \( a_{10}, a_{01}, a_{02}, a_{20}, a_{11}, a_{12}, a_{21}, a_{22} \)
Ordering IIA \( a_{22}, a_{21}, a_{12}, a_{11}, a_{02}, a_{20}, a_{10}, a_{01} \)
Ordering IIB \( a_{22}, a_{12}, a_{21}, a_{11}, a_{02}, a_{00}, a_{01}, a_{10} \)

B. Fast Walsh Hadamard Transform

A fast transform algorithm can be considered as a sparse factorization of the transform matrix, and refer to each factor as a stage. The proposed algorithms have regular interconnection pattern between stages, and consequently, inputs and outputs for each stage are addressed from or to same positions, and the factors of decomposition, stages, have property of being equal between them. The 2X2 Hadamard matrix is defined as \( H_2 \) by equation (4) as

\[ H_2 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

A set of radix-R factorizations in terms of identical sparse matrices can be rapidly obtained from FWHT property that relates matrix H with its inverse and is given in equation (5),

\[ HR^n = R^n (HR^n)^{-1} \]  

Where \( HR^n = \text{radix-R Walsh Hadamard transform}; \)
\( R^n = \text{radix-R factorizations}; \)
\( n = \text{input element}; \)

The FWHT is utilized to obtain local structure of images. This basis function can be effectively used to obtain digital numbers in the sense of coefficients [18] [19]. If these coefficients are normalized by dc coefficient of expansion, i.e., local average gray value of image, then they measure purely local structure independent of modality. These numbers are then normalized to obtain a unique number. This is used as feature for image registration. The FWHT comparing with WT readily reduces time consumption for medical image registration.

V. RESULTS

A series of experiments is performed using medical images. The tests are performed using different images of different sizes. A set of CT and magnetic resonance (MR) medical images which depict the head of the same patient is considered. The original size of these images is given as pixels. In order to remove the background parts and the head outline, the original images are cropped, creating sub-images of different dimension pixels.

A. Monomodal Brain Image Registration

Consider a CT Sagittal Image – 432 x 427 – 41k JPEG, 36.3kB for registration. During image registration, figure 2, (a) the registered image is same for both WT & FWHT. Also figure 2,(b) shows that base 1 of both WT & FWHT gives the same difference in images.

Table 1 show the summary of all the results taken into account using WT and FWHT in terms of CC. CC represents Correlation Coefficient. Figure 4 shows the performance comparison of WT and FWHT with respect to CC.

1) CT Sagittal Image – 432 x 427 – 41k JPEG, 36.3kB

\[ \]
### Table 1. Represents Results for Conventional WT, and FWHT Using CC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>X in mm</th>
<th>Y in mm</th>
<th>Angle in degrees</th>
<th>CC after registration for WT</th>
<th>CC after registration for FWHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.6451</td>
<td>0.6324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.5596</td>
<td>0.5546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7383</td>
<td>0.6846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6012</td>
<td>0.5197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3901</td>
<td>0.7009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7509</td>
<td>0.7601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.6335</td>
<td>0.5948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.6020</td>
<td>0.5702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>0.5835</td>
<td>0.5996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2256</td>
<td>0.6075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6175</td>
<td>0.5373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.6723</td>
<td>0.6437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5904</td>
<td>0.4967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6647</td>
<td>0.6250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0.5650</td>
<td>0.5126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.6226</td>
<td>0.6028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>0.5343</td>
<td>0.4986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.3286</td>
<td>0.5198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8197</td>
<td>0.8503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6108</td>
<td>0.5977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9797</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. Comparison of WT and FWHT using CC.](image)

**B. Multimodal Brain Image Registration**

For the evaluation of the algorithm, 6 such sets of MR and CT image pairs are considered. Table 2 show the summary of all the results taken into account using WT and FWHT in terms of CC. X, Y represents the translated points, \( \Theta \) represents the rotation angle, and CC represents Correlation Coefficient [15].

Table 2 show the summary of all the results taken into account using WT and FWHT in terms of CC. CC represents Correlation Coefficient. Figure 17 shows the performance comparison of WT and FWHT with respect to CC.

1) **Sagittal 840 x 754 - 69k - jpg CT & Sagittal 500 x 500 - 72k - jpg MRI – WT**

![Figure 5a) Registered Image obtained using WT](image)

![Figure 5b) Difference in images obtained using WT](image)

2) **Sagittal 840 x 754 - 69k - jpg CT & Sagittal 500 x 500 - 72k - jpg MRI – FWHT**

![Figure 6a) Registered Image obtained using FWHT](image)

![Figure 6b) Difference in images obtained using FWHT](image)

3) **Sagittal 500 x 500 - 72k - jpg MRI & Sagittal 840 x 754 - 69k - jpg CT – WT**

![Figure 7a) Registered Image obtained using WT](image)

![Figure 7b) Difference in images obtained using WT](image)

4) **Sagittal 500 x 500 - 72k - jpg MRI & Sagittal 840 x 754 - 69k - jpg CT – FWHT**

![Figure 8a) Registered Image obtained using FWHT](image)

![Figure 8b) Difference in images obtained using FWHT](image)

5) **Axial 320 x 420 - 40k – jpg CT & Axial 553 x 642 - 38k – jpg-MRI – WT**

![Figure 9a) Registered Image obtained using WT](image)

![Figure 9b) Difference in images obtained using WT](image)
6) Axial 320 x 420 - 40k – jpg CT & Axial 553 x 642 - 38k – jpg-MRI – FWHT

Figure 10a) Registered Image obtained using FWHT

Figure 10b) Difference in images obtained using FWHT

7) Axial 553 x 642 - 38k – jpg-MRI & Axial 320 x 420 - 40k – jpgCT – WT

Figure 11a) Registered Image obtained using WT

Figure 11b) Difference in images obtained using WT

8) Axial 553 x 642 - 38k – jpg-MRI & Axial 320 x 420 - 40k – jpgCT – FWHT

Figure 12a) Registered Image obtained using FWHT

Figure 12b) Difference in images obtained using FWHT

9) Sagittal 432 x 427 - 41k – jpg- CT & Frontal 400 x 400 - 18k – jpg- MRI – WT

Figure 13a) Registered Image obtained using WT

Figure 13b) Difference in images obtained using WT

10) Sagittal 432 x 427 - 41k – jpg- CT & Frontal 400 x 400 - 18k – jpg- MRI – FWHT

Figure 14a) Registered Image obtained using FWHT

Figure 14b) Difference in images obtained using FWHT

11) Frontal 400 x 400 - 18k – jpg- MRI & Sagittal 432 x 427 - 41k – jpg- CT – WT

Figure 15a) Registered Image obtained using WT

Figure 15b) Difference in images obtained using WT

12) Frontal 400 x 400 - 18k – jpg- MRI & Sagittal 432 x 427 - 41k – jpg- CT – FWHT

Figure 16a) Registered Image obtained using FWHT

Figure 16b) Difference in images obtained using FWHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>CC after registration for Walsh Transform</th>
<th>CC after registration for Fast Walsh Hadamard Transform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0459</td>
<td>0.5330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1838</td>
<td>0.4429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.6752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0498</td>
<td>0.7483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0557</td>
<td>0.5452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0837</td>
<td>0.5638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Comparison of WT & FWHT using CC.
VI. CONCLUSION

Correlation Coefficient measure was presented as similarity metric for CT/ MRI registration. This method was validated by medical image CT and MRI with different size and different level noise using Walsh Transform and Fast Walsh Hadamard Transform. This metric is more accurate and efficient. It is a good method to evaluate the accuracy of registration. The registration scheme is easy to implement and it does not require estimating probability densities at every iteration. The experiments show that the method is not sensitive to geometrical distortion, intensity inhomogeneity and data missing. Though it is said that no intervention is needed, from the experiments it proves that proper strategies in sampling and visual inspection are both necessary to avoid local extreme and large errors. The results demonstrate that subvoxel multimodal registration accuracy has to be achieved using the maximization of correlation coefficient, which makes this method very well suited for clinical applications. Future work is to apply the parameters for the image contrast, image fusion after registration, motion detection and target recognition and also to investigate a faster algorithm in order to make the registration more robust and more efficient. Results proved that good accuracy and robustness can be obtained by using Correlation Coefficient method in image registration. Besides, the method significantly improved matching errors which are caused by the individual use of correlation coefficient. Here Correlation Coefficient for Fast Walsh Hadamard Transform is to be maximized hence it is to be combined with the Mutual Information ratio that may also improve registration where both global and local searches are required.
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